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Hello everybody! It gives me great 
pleasure to welcome you to the 
very first edition of the Careers UK 
magazine. 

It is our goal to become your go-to 
place for advice relating to all things 
career, whether it’s what to study, 
how to land your dream job, the 
steps to a promotion or how to be 
your best self in mind and body so 
that you can thrive at work. 

We’ve got dreams of being the best 
in the business, with the highest 
distribution, a great job-hunting 
platform and an easy-to-use website 
that will make all our content free for 
absolutely everyone. 

We’d also love to hear from you on 
social media if you have any feedback 
or queries for us – all the links are on 
our website, careersuk.org. 

We’re wishing you all the best in 
your exams.
Study hard and take care of 
yourself.
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CHOOSING A CAREER PATH

If you are unsure of what to do, 
don’t panic! You could consider 
taking a gap year. 

Plenty of people have no idea what 
they want to do next. A gap year 
gives you time to think, and to have 
experiences that may help with your 
decision.

During your gap year, you can travel 
and experience different cultures or 
stay closer to home and earn some 
cash at an entry-level job. 

It’s also a great opportunity to 
learn some new skills, such as new 
computer programs or a second 

language. Many employers view the 
ability to speak a different language 
as a huge asset and learning new 
skills will also do wonders for your 
confidence. 

Taking a gap year to travel is also 
a tried and tested tradition: in the 
1700s young people of the British 
elite used to go on a ‘Grand Tour’ 
around continental Europe, and 
the modern gap year has its roots 
in the 1970s ‘hippie’ movement, 
where young people took off to ‘find 
themselves’ before ‘settling down’. 
It’s a great way to increase your self-
awareness and figure out what’s 
really important to you. 

For those of us who can’t afford or 
don’t want to travel, if you’re working 
20 hours a week at minimum wage 
and giving your parents £50 weekly 
rent, you could save over £3,750 in 
a year! Work 25 hours a week and 
you can have nearly £150 monthly 
spending money on top of those 
savings. 

Whatever you choose, taking the 
time to be really sure before you 
make a decision will give you real 
peace of mind when you do take 
your first steps onto the career 
ladder.

Choosing a career is one of the most important decisions you will make – it’s more than just 
deciding what you want to do to earn a living. 
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Think about the amount of time 
people spend at work... it just so 
happens that we spend half of 
our hours awake there...
Over a lifetime, this come  to 
roughly 31 ½ years! 

Therefore, it is key to choose a 
fulfilling career. 

In addition, when you choose a 
career path that you are interested 
in, it is more likely you will remain 
motivated. When you are passionate 
about what you do, you are more 
likely to be successful because you 
will push yourself to achieve, and 
high job satisfaction will raise your 
overall quality of life.

There are a lot of factors to 
consider. We recommend narrowing 
it down to an industry to start with. 
You will often discover unexpected 
opportunities, so don’t worry about 
picking a specific job title!

OUR FIVE ESSENTIALS 
TO CHOOSING A 
CAREER ARE...

KNOW YOURSELF
To make the right choice, you need 
to know yourself. Identify your 
strengths and weaknesses to know 
which career path is right for you. 

ASSESS YOUR VALUES
What do you want your life to be 
like? 
Are you happy to grind at work for 
money to spare at home?
Do you want to feel truly passionate 
about your job? 
Or a compromise between the two?

EXPLORE YOUR OPTIONS
Research the job market and areas 
of interest to you and narrow down 
your options. 

Careers fairs and online aptitude 
tests can help with this. Exploring 
career options develops your 
knowledge on the professional 
opportunities that are out there. 

It’s also worth reaching out to 
people you admire for their advice, 
and volunteering and networking 
with those in your desired 
industries.

DECIDE
Combine what you’ve learned 
about yourself with what you’ve 
discovered about your options. 

Decide which profession interests 
you the most and select one or two 
alternatives to fall back on if you are 
unable to pursue your first choice. 

WHEN DECIDING WHAT 
CAREER PATH TO 
CHOOSE, ASK YOURSELF 
THE FOLLOWING 
QUESTIONS:

• What am I good at?

• What kind of lifestyle do I 
want?

• What do I want from my 
career?

• What are my interests, 
motivations and values?

• Who is already where I 
want to be, and how did 
they get there?

SPECIAL FEATURES

ACT
Work out what steps are needed 
to get to your destination. A career 
plan made of achievable steps will 
help with this – look up S.M.A.R.T. 
goals if you want more guidance.
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AFTER COMPLETING 
YOUR GCSES, THERE ARE 
PLENTY OF OPTIONS 
AVAILABLE

APPLY FOR A UNIVERSITY DEGREE
If you intend to continue down the 
academic route and go on to further 
education, you can study vocational 
courses or A-levels at a sixth form or 
college.

Universities will look at your GCSE’s 
as part their application process, but 
their interest is more in A-levels. So, if 
you decide on a career that requires 
a degree, then you’ll need to continue 
studying for A-levels.

APPLY FOR AN APPRENTICESHIP 
An apprenticeship is when you work 
for an employer and are trained to 
do a specific job at the same time. 
Apprenticeships combine practical 
training in a job with study. They last 
between one and four years.

As an apprentice, you work alongside 
experienced staff, develop skills 
and knowledge and earn a wage. 
The combination of experience and 
a qualification can be immensely 
valuable to employers. See our piece 
on apprenticeships for an in-depth 
view of the advantages. 

APPLY FOR A TRAINEESHIP 
A traineeship is an education and 
training programme designed to 
bridge the gap between school and 
work for young people who don’t have 
relevant skills or experience. 

Traineeships usually last from six 
weeks to six months, and involve 
working in an actual workplace with 
experienced people.

It’s a bit like an apprenticeship, but 
traineeships are unpaid, but provide 
all the support you need, even if you 
struggled at school or don’t have any 
GCSE’s.

CHANGING 
CAREER PATHS 

Lots of people change career 
paths over the course of their 
lifetimes. 

Sometimes you find fresh 
inspiration, sometimes things 
just don’t work out, and 
sometimes life presents you 
with opportunities you’d never 
even considered!

If you ever consider changing 
career paths, think carefully 
about whether this is the right 
decision for you. Sometimes, 
you just need a change of 
scenery, not a whole new 
career. 

It is essential you don’t rush 
this decision. Work out what 
you’re hoping to achieve 
from this change – better pay, 
better work/life balance, less 
workplace drama, or something 
else entirely?

Once you’ve decided these 
basics, you’ll be ready to start 
the research on how you’re 
going to reach your goals.
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THE POWER OF POSITIVITY

Focusing on the bright side 
of life not only helps you to 
perform at your best, it also 
generates brilliant ideas and 
philosophies that can make 
you flourish in your studies 
and career. 

Happiness can help you stand tall 
and outshine your stressed peers.

Happiness psychologists   
(‘Happiologists’) have conducted 
many studies on the benefits of 
happiness and have found far more 
than you might think...

Harnessing the power of happiness psychology can play a big part in 
enhancing your well-being, studies and career. 

Happiness can fuel innovation 
and creativity: this can help 
you to be more productive 
and achieve more.

Happiness unleashes an energetic 
mentality: this leads you to be 
more confident and assertive in 
all areas of your life.

Happiness boosts motivation and 
satisfaction: it makes you more 
engaged with activities.

Happiness is the key to 
progression: it widens the 
possibilities of what you are 
capable of achieving, which leads 
to more opportunities

Happiness enhances your 
leadership: this makes it easier 
to influence your peers. Happy 
people are also friendlier and are 
able to transform the atmosphere, 
making those around them feel 
great too.
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SPECIAL FEATURES

5 ‘CANNONS OF 
HAPPINESS’
Take life one day at a time. 
You’ll never reach your goal 
if you don’t take positive 
steps to get there today.

STAY POSITIVE AND SEE THE 
POSSIBILITIES
Take a ‘glass half full’ approach. 
Avoid black and white thinking and 
find the possibilities hidden in the 
grey areas.

YOU’RE TOO BUSY TO BE 
ANGRY, DISTRESSED OR 
WORRIED

Tell yourself you have better things 
to be focusing your energy on. 
While it’s normal to experience 
setbacks and negative feelings 
sometimes, dwelling on bad feelings 
won’t make the situation any better.

AVOID NEGATIVE 
GENERALISATIONS 
Sometimes called gloom-tinted 
spectacles! 
Replace ‘awfuls’ with ‘awesomes’:

 “I’m looking forward to 
lunchtime” instead of  “this 
class sucks”.

“I feel prepared and I can do 
this” instead of “I’m going to fail 
this exam”.

EVERYONE SHOULD 
BE ABLE TO CHOOSE 
HAPPINESS, INCLUDING 
YOU! 

Your choices make you 
who you are.
Choose happiness; it 
definitely pays off.
Celebrate any little wins.
Stay calm in the midst of 
adversity.
Cheer yourself up and 
create positivity within 
yourself.

SHARE YOUR HAPPINESS
This can include sharing a smile, 
praising and motivating friends, or 
being a champion of ‘random acts of 
kindness’.
In addition to all these tips, it’s 
important to remember that if you 
find yourself unable to look on the 
bright side or feeling constantly 
stressed, there may be deeper 
issues you need to deal with. 

If you are needing more support 
with anything this brings up, 
consider consulting a professional 
such as your GP, school 
counsellor, or career advisor.



At a bargain price of only £10 an hour, you have the chance to progress 
your learning by booking your online revision session with Tutor101. Each 
revision session will cover GCSE Maths, English and Science.

The revision sessions will be available on the following dates and time:

Saturday 18th May 2019- 10:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday 25th May 2019- 10:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday 1st June 2019- 10:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday 8th June 2019- 10:00 – 6:00pm

Early booking is advised as limited places will be offered on a strictly
first-come first-served basis. (Time slot: 2 hours).

Contact Information:

Phone: 0800 193 4350
Email: info@tutor101.co.uk

A SERIES OF WEEKEND 
REVISION SESSIONS YOU 
CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS!
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We recently had the privilege of 
interviewing Head of Recruitment 
at Admiral Group, Andrew 
Viazzani. 

Admiral is one of the UK’s largest 
car insurance providers, with a 
presence in eight countries. Over 
the years, Admiral Group have won 
various awards, both regionally and 
nationally. Their biggest and most 
prestigious award is being rated the 
best big company to work for in the 
UK by the Sunday Times in 2019. 
Admiral are also listed as ‘One of the 
Best Companies to work for in the 
UK’. 

Admiral has several 
prestigious awards under 
its belt. How did you get 
there?

“Over the years our individuals, 
departments, brands and the 
company as a whole have won 
various awards, both regionally and 
nationally. The company achieving 
the awards is something each and 
every one of us is proud of. Our 
staff work hard, provide excellent 
customer service and are happy to 
go above and beyond to do the best. 
We are proud to offer an honest and 
open culture: every member of staff 
is treated equally, achievement is 
rewarded and recognised, and most 
of all, coming to work is enjoyable.”

You also have strong 
reputation for creating a 
fun and conducive working 
environment, including 
your well-known Ministry 
of Fun. 
Would you give us some 
insider information on 
what’s it like working for 
Admiral?

“Well, it’s been a challenge for the 
business to build such an enviable 
reputation. Our philosophy at 
Admiral Group is that people who 
like their job do it better, so we go out 
of our way to ensure coming to work 
here is enjoyable. This philosophy 
runs throughout the whole of 
Admiral Group and according to the 
Great Place to Work Institute, this 
has helped us to become one of the 
best employers in both the UK and 
Europe. 

In order to understand why we are 
rated as such a good employer, it 
becomes useful to understand the 
four pillars upholding the working 
culture at Admiral – communication, 
equality, rewards and recognition 
and fun.  Our Ministry of Fun (M.O.F.) 
is a big part of working for Admiral 
Group. We celebrate as many events 
and occasions as possible. The 
M.O.F. organises events for everyone 
in the company and ensures there’s 
regular entertainment.”

What advice would you give 
to aspiring candidates? 
What do you look for and 
what can they expect?

“Admiral look for people who 
can bring experience and new 
perspectives to our teams. We 
admire candidates who are 
self-motivated, polite, responsible 
and diligent. Be yourself and be 
innovative; employers like to see 
your social side to see whether you 
will fit in or not.”

As a company, what does 
the future look like?

“The aim of Admiral is to provide 
excellent service and value for money 
to as many people as possible. We 
are preparing for the major industry 
shake-up of driverless cars/car-
sharing schemes hitting the market. 
We are aiming to grow, and to 
restructure to support that growth.”

THE BEST BIG 
COMPANY TO 
WORK FOR 
IN THE UK
An Interview with Admiral’s 
Head of Recruitment

At a bargain price of only £10 an hour, you have the chance to progress 
your learning by booking your online revision session with Tutor101. Each 
revision session will cover GCSE Maths, English and Science.

The revision sessions will be available on the following dates and time:

Saturday 18th May 2019- 10:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday 25th May 2019- 10:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday 1st June 2019- 10:00am – 6:00pm

Saturday 8th June 2019- 10:00 – 6:00pm

Early booking is advised as limited places will be offered on a strictly
first-come first-served basis. (Time slot: 2 hours).

Contact Information:

Phone: 0800 193 4350
Email: info@tutor101.co.uk

A SERIES OF WEEKEND 
REVISION SESSIONS YOU 
CAN’T AFFORD TO MISS!

SPECIAL FEATURES
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REVISION TIPS & TECHNIQUES
Revision is, unfortunately, a necessary process. 

Careers are important, therefore grades are important, so exams are important, therefore 
revision is important; but we know it’s not always easy to get motivated when there’s so 
much to do. 

Revising develops your learning further and is one of the most beneficial things you can do 
for your grades. Follow these revision tips to guide you on how to get your revision done.

FIND A QUIET PLACE TO REVISE
You don’t want to have any 
distractions or be interrupted. 
This can also mean silencing your 
phone or getting some apps that 
temporarily block social media.

MAKE SURE YOU KNOW WHICH 
TOPICS YOU NEED TO REVISE FOR 
EACH SUBJECT 
Use your exam board specifications 
as a revision list. Review how much 
you already know, and work out 
what you don’t. 

CREATE A REVISION TIMETABLE
This is a great way to organise 

your study time, ensure you cover 
everything, and help boost your 
motivation. Seeing your mass of 
studying split into little chunks 
often makes it look much more 
achievable.

REPETITION
Re-writing and repeating your notes 
will help you to remember the 
information, especially if you are a 
read/write learner.

TAKE REGULAR STUDY BREAKS
Take short breaks to increase 
performance and reduce stress. 
Research has shown that students 

who take regular breaks retain 
more information. Some people 
recommend a 25/5 minute work/
break system, but others find a 
45/15 works best for them. See our 
essential self care article for more 
tips on maintaining a healthy mind 
and a healthy body so that you can 
perform at your best!

THINK POSITIVE
Revising is hard and the temptation 
of procrastination is strong, so give 
yourself some credit! Remember to 
celebrate little victories as you move 
through your revision timetable, 
and try not to psych yourself out 
with negative self talk.

TIPS
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GE T TING THE GR ADES

There are different methods to 
help with revision and each person 
has a different method that suits 
them. 

Thinking about how you learn best 
can help you pick a good system. 
You could try out different things 
until you find something that 
works. For example, do you learn 
by doing, or is endless re-writing of 
your notes more helpful? 

HERE ARE SOME REVISION 
METHODS TO CONSIDER

ACTIVE REVISION
This involves using your eyes, ears 
and hands in multiple ways. 

Active methods of revision include:
Writing revision notes, discussing 
topics and notes aloud, testing 
yourself or getting others to test 
you, attempting past exam papers 
and using revision websites. 
Revising actively is the best way to 
make sense of the material you’re 
revising and helps you to remember 
more.

REVISION CARDS 
They are usually postcard size. You 
can make your own by simply 
cutting a sheet of A4 card in four. 
Revision cards consist of simplified 
notes. Try putting possible exam 
questions on the front and facts/
answers on the back.

COMPLETING PAST PAPERS 
By completing past papers, you can 
identify gaps in your knowledge and 
practice showing the examiner what 
you know.

STAYING MOTIVATED 
Acknowledge your progress and 
maintain a positive attitude when 
faced with challenges. Rewarding 

yourself when you’ve achieved 
a goal is a great way to stay 
motivated.

MANAGING STRESS
High levels of stress hormones 
(cortisol) are known to have many 
adverse effects on your body, 
including your memory! Everyone 
has different methods of stress 
relief that work for them. Exercise 
has been shown to boost your 
mood and help you to relax. 

Talking to someone if you are under 
pressure helps as you are given 
support. Meditation is also a great 
way to relieve tension and anxiety 
– try searching online for apps or 
guided meditation if you don’t know 
where to start.
 
STAYING ACTIVE
It is important to stay active as it 
increases your focus and helps you 
to become fit and healthy. A healthy 
body leads to a healthy mind. Find 
what works for you – if you always 
hated cross country, a long run 
probably isn’t going to be relaxing, 
and you might do better with some 
gentle yoga!

SLEEP 
It is very important to get enough 
sleep, especially during exam 
season so your concentration levels 
can remain high, and you have 
more energy throughout the day. 
While it can be tempted to stay up 
late cramming, you’ll be much better 
off spreading your revision out and 
making sure you are rested.

PREPARATION
It is important to be prepared and 
make sure you have all essentials 
required. By being prepared, you 
increase your productivity.

TECHNIQUES
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SPECIFIC
Your goals should be clear and 

specific. You should be able to focus 
your efforts and feel motivated 
to achieve. When considering 
what goals to set, ask yourself the 
following questions:
-What do I want to achieve?
-What is the importance of this goal?

MEASURABLE
It is important to have measurable 

goals, so you can track your progress 
and stay inspired. 
Assessing your progress helps you to 
stay focused.
If your goal is not measurable, 
how will you know when you have 
achieved it?

ACHIEVABLE
Fantasising is a wonderful 
characteristic about being a human. 
However, your goal needs to be 
possible to be successful. You 
should set goals that you are able 
to accomplish keeping in mind the 
resources, knowledge and time 
available. Goals should stretch your 
abilities but still remain possible.

REALISTIC
Your goals need to be in line with 

reality. If you have established a goal 
to win X Factor by this Tuesday, you 
may want to reconsider the path 
your goal is taking you.

TIMEBOUND
Every goal needs a target date so 
that you have a deadline to focus on 
and work towards. This part of the 
SMART goal criteria helps to prevent 
everyday tasks from taking priority 
over your longer-term goals.

SMART GOALS
Do you ever feel like you’re working hard, but not really getting anywhere? 

Well, why not try setting S.M.A.R.T goals. Whether in business or your personal 
life, having a goal gives you something to work towards. It pushes you forward and 
provides a constant reminder of what you want to achieve as it gives you something 
to focus on. SMART is a popular technique used for guidance when setting goals. 

Planning and setting goals is a great way to explore the different paths for achieving 
your goals and choosing the best strategy. SMART is an acronym that stands for:

Setting SMART goals are beneficial as they help track your 
progress. 
SMART goals guide you in having a clearer focus and can help 
to release your creative energy, so you can focus on how to 
achieve them.
 If you have a goal you really want to achieve, think SMART.
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GE T TING THE GR ADES

ESSAY-BASED EXAM TIPS
Essay-based questions can seem intimidating, and can be quite tricky if you don’t know 
where to start. But if you have a plan and lots of practice under your belt, they can be 
much easier and less stressful. Our path to success is understanding the questions, what 
the examiners want and doing loads of practice questions to get good at delivering that. 
This will help you stay focused and breeze through your essays stress-free.

UNDERSTANDING THE 
QUESTIONS

 • Read through the questions 
carefully so that you 
understand what they are 
asking for.

 • Highlighting key words will 
help you recognise what 
the question is asking for – 
you may recognise some of 
them if you look at marking 
guides.

 • If you have multiple topics to 
choose from, evaluate them 
and weigh out the pros and 
cons of each option.

KNOWING WHAT THE 
EXAMINERS WANT

 • Look at past marking 
schemes to see what the 
exam board is wanting 
to see in your answer – 
there will often be specific 
criteria listed that you can 
aim for.

 • Check the number of 
marks assigned to each 
question so that you have 
an idea of how much you 
need to write and the 
importance of each section.

TIPS FOR PRACTISING

 • Doing past papers or mock 
exam questions is the best 
way to practise writing your 
answers – your teachers will 
be able to give you these if 
you ask them.

 • Plan the points you want 
to make in your essay and 
organise your structure, to 
ensure you can use your 
time efficiently and give a 
concise answer.

 • We recommend you start 
by focusing on quality first 
and taking as long as you 
need to answer the practise 
questions.

 • Once your teacher has 
approved the quality of your 
writing you can work on 
decreasing your time – work 
out how long you can take 
for each question and set a 
timer while you practise. 

 • Don’t worry if it takes a 
while before you’re hitting 
your time or quality goals 
as you will improve with 
practice. Remember to ask 
your friends or teachers for 
feedback and help if you’re 
struggling.

Following these tips will have a massive impact on your stress levels and performance. Having 
a better understanding of what’s required and how long it takes you to get there will help you 
efficiently include everything you need to sail through these important questions.  Make sure to 
check out our article on revision techniques and our essential self care guide for exam season 
too, and before you know it you’ll be that smug friend boasting about your lack of exam jitters!
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TIPS FOR ENGLISH GCSE EXAMS
READING SECTION
Read the question
Look at the question 
carefully and identify:

 • Which source text question is 
asking you about

 • The keywords of what to do 
(read, compare, analyse)

 • The keywords of what features 
to write about (headline, 
thoughts and feelings, language)

 • The number of marks per 
question and how long you 
should spend on it (8 marks so 
10 minutes)

 • Highlighting and making 
annotations can help with this.

Quick tips for the reading 
section:

 • Support all your points with 
evidence from the text and a 
clear explanation focusing on  
the effect of the feature you are 
talking about.

 • An answer that comments on 
the effect of a feature will gain 
more marks than one that 
just describes it (e.g.: ”using 
hyperbole makes the reader feel 
empathy” is better than “this is a 
hyperbole”)

 • Avoid copying out chunks of text 
when answering questions - but 
you can embed short quotations 
that are a couple of words 
in length. (e.g.: “the author 
discusses their ‘nerve-wracking’ 
experience by using hyperbole.”

Time management

When you start the exam, make 

sure to look over the whole paper 

so you can plan your time. One 

hour per section is recommended. 

Work out how you’re going to divide 

your time within each section - the 

number of marks allocated to each 

question will help with this.
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GE T TING THE GR ADES

WRITING SECTION
Planning

For writing section answers, 
spend 3-5 minutes planning the 
points you’ll make, the evidence 
you’ll use to support them, and 
the order you’ll put your points 
in. Make sure you consider the 
purpose and audience of your 
writing.
Remember to write in paragraphs 
with one point per paragraph and 
use connectives (consequently, 
similarly, on the other hand) to 
link them together.

Structure

Use PEEL to structure your 
paragraphs: 

 • Point (one of the points 
arguments you are making in 
response to the question)

 • Evidence (examples from the 
text or the real world that back 
up your point)

 • Explain (explain how this 
evidence is relevant to your 
point)

 • Link (link this all back to the 
question)

Quick tips for the writing 
section

 • Make sure your spelling and 
punctuation are spot on - 
errors with these are an easy 
way to lose marks on a great 
essay. Allocate time at the end 
to proofread your writing.

 • Use a thesaurus while 
practising for your exam to 
expand your vocabulary

 • Look for opportunities where 
using language devices (such 
as metaphors, rhetorical 
questions, alliteration, 
hyperboles) will add to the 
impact of your ideas.

Why varying sentence 
length matters

    Five-word sentences are fine. 

But several together become 

monotonous. Listen to what is 

happening. The writing is getting 

boring. Now listen. I vary the 

sentence length, and the writing 

sings. It’s music. It has a pleasant 

rhythm, a lilt, a harmony. I use 

short and medium sentences. And 

sometimes, when I am certain the 

reader is rested, I will engage them 

with a sentence of considerable 

length, a sentence that burns 

with energy and builds with all 

the impetus of a crescendo, the 

roll of the drums, the crash of the 

cymbals–sounds that say listen to 

this, it is important.

 - Gary Provost
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EFFECTIVE 
PRESENTATIONS

Despite the visceral dread 
many of us experience at the 
thought of presentations, they 
are unfortunately a part of life. 
However, it doesn’t have to be this 
way! While it’s perfectly normal 
to feel apprehensive, there are 
tips and tricks that will calm your 
nerves and help you deliver an 
effective presentation.

Prepare
Knowing your stuff may seem obvious, 
but it’s easy to forget how important it 
is until we are left stammering in front 
of a powerpoint slide we only vaguely 
remember.

Rehearse
This will give you an idea of how long 
your presentation will take and also 
help you identify issues before you’re 
in front of a live audience. This can be 
by yourself or in front of family and 
friends.

Healthy Body, Healthy Mind
The sluggishness of alcohol in your 
system, a late night or a rubbish 
lunch (see our article on foods for 
productivity!) will stop your mind 
working at 100% and can make you 
feel even more nervous.

Practice Deep Breathing
Breathing slow, full breaths tricks 
your adrenal system into thinking you 
are calm, and also helps get oxygen 
to your brain for increased function. 
There are also other relaxation 
techniques that can be easily found 
online.

Drink water
As well as keeping your body healthy, 
this will help prevent your mouth 
going dry. Chewing gum can also help 
with this, but make sure to get rid of it 
before you present!

Use visualisation techniques 
Picture yourself giving an amazing 
presentation and the audience 
reacting positively. Ever heard the 
phrase ‘self-fulfilling prophecy’? You 
don’t want to be picturing failure.

Of course, there’s much 
more to presentations 
than a bit of deep breathing and 
a concise slide show, but with 
our tips above you will have the 
strong foundation for a great 
presentation.

Smile and make eye contact 
Body language is crucial to 
engage your audience and build 
rapport. Making eye contact 
with individuals will also help 
your nerves. Remember, your 
audience wants to watch a good 
presentation and is probably 
rooting for you.

Start strongly
Your first thirty seconds are 
crucial - if you can grab your 
audience’s attention with a story 
or interesting image, they will be 
happy to give you a few minutes’ 
grace to get through the less 
interesting parts before they get 
bored.

Use the 10-20-30 rule for 
slideshows
No more than 10 slides, no longer 
than 20 minutes, font size 30 point 
or larger. This is recommended by 
Guy Kawasaki of Apple to avoid 
‘Death by Powerpoint’.

Connect with your audience 
through your passion 
Being enthusiastic and honest will 
show. People connect with other 
people, so let the audience see who 
you are so that they will know that 
what you’re saying is important.

Build your presentation around 
your audience
Focusing on what your audience 
needs to know and find interesting 
will make it easier for them to 
understand and respond.

Concentrate on your core 
message 
What is the most important thing 
for your audience to understand? 
This should be short enough that 
you could tell someone in less 
than thirty seconds. Knowing your 
message will also help you keep it to 
the point.

CALM YOUR 
NERVES

GIVING THE 
PRESENTATION
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Essential Formulae for your Maths GCSEs
GE T TING THE GR ADES
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GE T TING THE GR ADES
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TOP 10 REVISION SITES FOR 
A-LEVEL AND GCSE MATHS

1.       OnMaths

OnMaths is bursting with useful content if you’re looking to ace your GCSE Maths 
exams. Their committed expert team regularly update the site with links to their 
own highly rated YouTube videos. Clear and concise, their revision techniques 
are perfect for visual and auditory learners on a mission to learn fast.

www.onmaths.co.uk

2.       MathedUp

Want to get MathedUp? It almost makes doing maths revision sound cool. 
We’re sure you’ll feel confident about your number skills after just a few hours 
navigating through the videos and quizzes. The site incorporates revision and 
past papers, so you’ll see the proof of all your hard work all in one handy place.  
This revision site includes the new GCSE Specification.

www.mathedup.co.uk

3.       HegartyMaths

This revision site includes useful videos for pupils to revise topics covered in 
class. The site is supportive for pupils who are absent from school as all the 
topics are covered and the site is accessible from home. Hegarty Maths is 
the go-to destinations for thousands of students across the country to learn 
Mathematical concepts for GCSE.

www.hegartymaths.com

4.       MathsGenie

Find your predicted grade boundary from the new 1-9 specification, study all the 
core concepts, complete past papers and find solutions to all your answers all in 
one place. The website is super easy to navigate, and many of the revision videos 
are paired with corresponding revision notes for you to print if you’re more of 
a hands-on learner. The revision resources include: Video tutorials of GCSE and 
A-Level topics, Practice exam style questions and past GCSE Maths and A-Level 
Maths papers with model solutions.

www.mathsgenie.co.uk
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GE T TING THE GR ADES

5.       Corbettmaths

Corbett Maths aims to help students understand mathematical topics by 
providing free video tutorials. The website helps students reinforce their 
learning by providing free practice questions and answers. To help stretch and 
challenge students, the website also includes free puzzles and activities.

www.corbettmaths.com

6.       Exam Solutions

Exam Solutions Maths is a free website, now in its 13th year of success, helping 
students gain confidence in mathematics at all levels of ability. The aim of Exam 
Solutions is to make the learning of mathematics available to all. Exam Solutions 
offer both teachers and students, valuable resources.

www.examsolutions.net

7.       StudyWise

Need some extra motivation? StudyWise offer revision videos, exam 
specifications    and past papers and solutions. This website has opportunities 
for students to create their own revision resources as well.

www.studywise.co.uk

8.       Revision Maths

 This maths revision site provides maths students with free GCSE and A-Level 
Maths revision resources and maths exam advice. Revision Maths aim to help 
you achieve the best possible grades for your exam.

www.revisionmaths.com

9.       SnapRevise

 SnapRevise offer engaging and comprehensive A-Level and GCSE resources 
online including brief, bite-size videos that are engaging, easy to follow and 
cover everything on your specification.

www.snaprevise.co.uk

           A Level Maths Revision

This website is the place to find all the resources you need in order to be 
successful when studying A-Level Maths. The resources provided are free: no 
subscription, no charge and no strings attached!

www.alevelmathsrevision.com

10.
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It does get tough, so it’s important 
to make sure you are looking after 
your physical and mental health 
during this period. High levels of 
stress hormones (cortisol) are 
known to have many adverse 
effects on your body, including your 
memory. Everyone has different 
methods of stress relief that work 
for them, so here are our top tips 
for self-care throughout the exam 
season:

BE ORGANISED 
Make a schedule and have a plan 
so you can manage your time more 
effectively.

TAKE BREAKS
It is important to take breaks so 
your mind can have a little rest. 
So, move around and go outside 
and breathe the air! Or just have 
a stretch and look at a different 
view for five minutes. Short, regular 

breaks will do more for your 
productivity than you think!

Some people recommend a 25/5 
minute work/break system, but 
others find a 45/15 works best for 
them. If you often lose track of time 
while you’re studying or scrolling 
social media during breaks, try 
setting timers, or using apps that 
can temporarily block tempting 
websites.

EAT AND SLEEP WELL
Make sure you eat healthily and 
get a good amount of sleep. This 
is different for everyone, but the 
general consensus is to aim to get 7 
to 9 hours each night. It is important 
to have a good rest and give your 
body the fuel it needs so your mind 
functions well and you physically 
perform better.

REACH OUT FOR SUPPORT
If you are struggling or find yourself 
getting anxious about exams, talk 
to someone, whether that’s a friend 
or a professional. Most schools 
and universities have professional 
counselling available for free, and 
if not, your GP is trained to connect 
you to the help you need.

Sometimes it can help just to have a 
good whinge and a laugh with your 

ESSENTIAL SELF CARE FOR EXAM SEASON
It’s exam season! Students all over the country are filled with dread. Exams are 
stressful: trying to balance revision and meet deadlines while attempting to stay 
positive isn’t easy!

WELLBEING

Top Tips:
• Try using apps that can temporarily block websites while studying.
• Utilise a timed work/break schedule - try 25/5 or 45/15 segments.
• Remember to celebrate little victories.

friends about what you’re going 
through.

DON’T PANIC
It’s easier said than done, but try to 
relax and think positively. You are 
already doing well by revising so 
keep up the good work!

Remember to celebrate little 
victories, even if it’s just finishing 
a topic, or taking time to make a 
healthy snack. There’s more to life 
than exams, and keeping it all in 
perspective can help you get the 
grades you need.
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FOODS FOR PRODUCTIVITY

The difficult part is making healthy 
choices on a day-to-day basis. This 
often means we end up with an 
afternoon slump after downing a 
whole bag of doritos for lunch, just 
because it’s easy.

Instead, we should look for foods 
packed with nutrients and that 
release energy slowly. Foods 
which release it too fast (like a 
cheap sandwich or worse still, an 
energy drink) will leave us seriously 
considering a nap at 3pm; and 
foods that are high in fat and 
difficult to digest (like that sneaky 
Big Mac) make us groggy for hours 

afterwards. Better foods may take 
more time and effort to obtain and 
eat, but we often make up for the 
extra few minutes our productivity 
later.

Careers UK’s top superfoods are 
recommended by the World Health 
Organisation and Business Insider, 
and they don’t have to be difficult 
to include in your routine either! 
Try out the following and see if you 
notice a difference in your memory 
and performance:

AVOCADOS
Contain natural fats that are great 

for circulation - more than just 
a delicious millennial trend, the 
improved circulation will increase 
your alertness.

BANANAS
Contain sugar and potassium - 
they’re a filling snack with the sugar 
packaged in a healthy form.

BERRIES
Rich in antioxidants, and the darker 
the berry the better - try keeping a 
punnet on your desk to graze on, 
or making a smoothie out of frozen 
berries.

We all know that the food you eat is fuel for your body and brain, and that eating well 
will help your performance in all areas of life. 
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BROWN RICE
Full of vitamins and high in 
magnesium - this is also a slow-
burn fuel hitting that middle zone 
between easy digestion but slow 
release.

DARK CHOCOLATE 
A low-sugar treat - indulging your 
sweet tooth with a few squares 
of dark chocolate can help keep 
sugar cravings at bay and be a great 
motivational tool. If dark chocolate 
is too bitter for you, we suggest 
small amounts of dried fruit instead.

EGGS
Full of protein and B-vitamin choline 
- these are useful building blocks 
which can stimulate your brain and 
muscles.

FISH 
Rich in omega-3 - salmon is 
recommended, but tinned fish or 
a fish oil supplement are more 

reasonable for a student budget

GREEN TEA 
Rich in antioxidants and a natural 
energy enhancer - try replacing one 
of your daily coffees with green tea 
for a week and see how the slower-
release caffeine affects you.

NUTS
Full of healthy fats, protein, vitamin 
E, antioxidants and amino acids - try 
keeping a pot of almonds or walnuts 
within reach for easy grazing.

THE OTHER KEY ‘SIDE DISH’ TO 
ALL OF THIS IS DRINKING LOTS 
OF WATER. 

I know we’ve all heard it over and 
over again, but it really is important 
when our body is 70% water! It 
keeps all our cells working well and 
helps flush through any waste and 
toxins. Keep a glass of water or a 
water bottle within your line of sight 

and it’ll be easier to remember.

The most difficult part of reforming 
our eating habits is making 
changes practical. Psychology 
Today says that our self-control is 
at its lowest when we are hungry, 
so it’s key to decide what we’re 
eating beforehand. This can mean 
planning where you’re ordering 
from or bringing a packed lunch 
with you. 

Getting a productivity boost 
from eating well is all about 
making realistic changes that 
work for you.

WELLBEING

Top Tips:
• Try replacing one of your daily coffees with green tea.
• Try keeping a pot of nuts or dried fruit within reach for easy grazing.
• Try keeping a glass or bottle of water within your line of sight.
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Having the chance to do one of 
these options is an incredible 
opportunity that will allow 
you to increase your skills and 
knowledge, making it much easier 
to know what you’re good at and 
what is the best path for you to 
take in the future. 

Employers also prefer candidates 
with experience, and your peers 
may not have taken this chance, 
which will give you the edge when 
you’re looking for your first proper 
job. They can be done either 
through your course or school or 
arranged independently.

When it comes to placements 
and internships there are 
some differences between the 
two: placements are usually a 
much longer commitment, and 
internships are shorter and more 
of an introduction to a particular 
workplace, designed to lead into a 
job at the end. 

However, on a day-to-day basis 
once you’re in the workplace, 
they’re much the same. When 
beginning an internship or work 
placement you will be expected to 
have knowledge of the company 
you’re working for and some basic 
skills that are relevant to the role. 
You should also be treated the 
same as any other member of 
staff, including your duties, hours, 
holidays and staff privileges. 
While placements are low-level, 
temporary positions, you should 
be treated with respect and not 
taken advantage of.
 
Placements
Placements can last from a few 
months to a year, as they tend 
to be a trial period for students 
to figure out if they like the 
industry and if they’d like to work 
somewhere like this in future. 
These types of placements are 
usually done during gaps in your 
studies (such as summer holidays) 

and are helpful as they give you 
an experience of what you might 
want to do after you leave full-time 
education and what your day-to-
day life will be like if you choose to 
enter a similar job. It is also a good 
way to start networking within 
your industry and it may help you 
get your foot in the door for your 
first proper job.

Internships
As for internships, these differ 
from placements as they are much 
shorter (one to twelve weeks) and 
are usually done during term time. 

Taking on an internship will help 
you gain practical skills, workplace 
experience and a greater 
understanding of how to move 
forward in your career. At the end 
of an internship you will probably 
come out with a reference, which 
will help when applying for other 
jobs, and sometimes you can 
even land a job at the place you 
were doing an internship. Some 
internships are actually created 

Placements vs Internships: 
What’s right for you?

Placements and internships are often mentioned, but we rarely hear what they actually 
are. Deciding to do a placement or an internship can be a difficult decision for you to 
make when you are unsure of how they work and what the benefits are.
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GAINING EXPERIENCE

with hiring the intern full-time as 
the end goal.

Another major difference is that 
internships are usually paid and 
placements generally are not. 
Receiving a wage always depends 
on what you do, the company you 
work with and the amount of time 
you are doing it for. However it’s 
unlikely that you will be paid for 
the placement if it’s only short 
term or something you arranged 
for yourself. Placements arranged 
through a course often come with 
a wage. It is important that you 
discuss this with your employer 
after you receive an offer. 

It is more than likely that you 
will be assessed during your 
placement, especially if it’s part of 
your course or arranged through 
school. Employers usually track 
the progress of their employees 
regardless of whether they’re on a 
course. There are a few things that 
you will be potentially assessed on 
by your school or college, which 
are your completed tasks, applying 

your academic learning at work, 
and applying your workplace 
learning in your studies. How 
these are assessed varies.

ARRANGING PLACEMENTS & 
INTERNSHIPS
Arranging a work placement 
or internship depends on what 
you are studying - some college 
courses require a work placement 
or offer it as a module, which 
usually means it will be arranged 
for you, and some schools help 
arrange these for students. 

If it’s not available through school 
or college but you feel that it will 
benefit you, then you can arrange 
one on your own. Some companies 
will advertise internship and 
placement positions or even 
recruit directly from schools and 
colleges. Finding one on your own 
will be a slower process. However, 
this extra effort can be very 
worthwhile if it means securing a 
foothold at a great company, or 
really feeling certain about what 
you want from your future.

If you’re looking for a 
placement or internship, 
some great places to start 
are:

 • Company websites - you 
can research companies 
you are interested in and 
approach them directly, 
and some that offer these 
opportunities regularly will 
advertise vacancies on their 
websites.

 • Graduate Talent Pool 
– government website 
designed to help new and 
recent graduates find 
internships.

 • Placement Year 
International – provides 
paid business, hospitality, 
medicine and healthcare, 
sports and leisure, and 
teaching work placements 
for students and recent 
graduates.

 • Intern Jobs – a global 
database of internships and 
entry-level positions for 
students, recent graduates 
and career changers.
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Why do an Apprenticeship?

Why choose an Apprenticeship?

An apprenticeship offers the chance 
to gain skills, qualifications and 
experience, whilst earning a wage. 
It’s a great compromise between 
entering the workforce straight after 
school and earning a qualification to 
set you up in your chosen industry. 
It’s also a great opportunity to see 
whether this industry is what you 
want to pursue as your career. As 
an apprentice, you’ll avoid student 
loans, as the Government and your 
employer cover the entire cost 
of your training! Despite the low 
minimum wage for apprentices, you 
may find yourself financially better 
off than your friends who went to 
uni as you’ll be able to start putting 
money away without worrying 
about student debt.

Working Hours and Pay

Apprenticeships are paid, and 
you are entitled to the National 
Minimum Wage. The current 
minimum wage rate for an 
apprentice is £3.906 per hour. If 
you’ve noticed that this is a lot 
higher than the minimum wage 
for non-apprentices, this is to help 
your employer cover the costs of 
your training. This rate applies to all 

apprentices in their first year, and 
apprentices aged 19 or over are 
paid a higher minimum wage after 
their first year. You’ll work full time 
and your study time is usually part 
of your paid hours. 

Length of Apprenticeships

Apprenticeships usually take 
between one and four years 
to complete. The length of the 
apprenticeship depends on a 
number of factors, such as the level 
of the apprenticeship, your chosen 
sector, employer requirements and 
your individual ability.
What you’ll learn will depend on the 
role that you will be training for. 
Apprentices in every role follow an 
approved study curriculum, which 
means you’ll gain a nationally-
recognised qualification at the 
end of your apprenticeship. These 
qualifications are available at GCSE-
equivalent level all the way up to 
degree level. 

These qualifications can include:
 • Functional skills - GCSE-level 

qualifications in English, Maths 
and IT.

 • National Vocational 
Qualifications (NVQs) - from 

level 2 (comparable to five 
GCSEs) up to level 5 (similar to a 
postgraduate degree).

 • Technical certificates - such as 
BTEC, City and Guild Progression 
Award etc.

 • Academic qualifications - 
including a Higher National 
Certificate (HNC), Higher 
National Diploma (HND) 
foundation degree or the 
equivalent of a full Masters 
degree.

Type of Apprenticeships

Apprenticeships are available 
in a wide range of different 
industries. Most job sectors offer 
apprenticeship opportunities in the 
UK, with a wide range of specific 
roles on offer within each. 
These include:

 • Business apprenticeships 
in roles such as accounting, 
marketing, people/HR 
administration, recruitment and 

Apprenticeships combine practical training in a job with study. You’ll 

be employed to do a real job while studying for a formal qualification. 

The study part is usually for one day a week either at a college or a 

training centre, and the rest of the time you will be working full-time 

like a normal employee. To apply for an apprenticeship, you need to be 

16 or over, living in the United Kingdom and not in full-time education.
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sales. A lot of these will also 
be available in other sectors 
as everything from the NHS to 
engineering firms need the skills 
business apprenticeships offer.

 • Law apprenticeships offered at 
legal executive or solicitor level.

 • IT apprenticeships in roles such 
as software development and 
cyber security.

 • Healthcare apprenticeships in 
roles such as dental, nursing 
and youth work, in addition to 
NHS apprenticeships that can 
fall under other sectors, such as 
accounting and administration.

 • Engineering apprenticeships in 
roles such as civil engineering, 
electrical engineering and 
mechanical engineering.

 • Construction apprenticeships in 
roles such as building, plumbing 
and quantity surveying.

 • Media apprenticeships in roles 
such as journalism, live events 
and costume design.

89% of employers say they’d 
do an Apprenticeship if they 
were starting their career 
again.

Benefits of an apprenticeship

Apprenticeships are designed to 
enhance your competency and 
confidence by developing your 
practical skills and knowledge. They 
provide you with a number of great 
benefits, whether you are someone 
who has just left school or college or 
an existing employee in a business.

Benefits of an apprenticeship 
include:

 • Working alongside experienced 
staff.

 • Gaining a nationally recognised 
qualification with experience, 

both of which are highly 
attractive to employers.

 • Developing your knowledge and 
learning a new set of skills.

 • Taking a fast route into a career 
with good prospects.

 • Learning to behave 
professionally as you will 
be immersed in a working 
environment.

 • Developing your independence 
in a supported environment.

 • Earning while you’re learning.

GAINING EXPERIENCE
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CREATING A MASTERPIECE CV
Whether you’re hunting for work experience over the summer, getting ready to graduate 
or looking for a gateway into your dream career, making sure you stand out to employers 
with a masterpiece CV is essential. 

Thanks to job searching sites, it has become much easier to cast a net into a world of employment, but with over 
2.6 billion CVs being uploaded a month onto Indeed alone, it’s easy to fade into the background. 
Here are the five things you need to remember when constructing your CV to ensure you get those offers rolling in:

LAYOUT
Before a future employer reads 
anything, they are going to see the 
layout. It may sound cliché but less 
is more in terms of design and a 
clean and simple layout is needed 
to make you stand out. 
It can be tempting to use 
eye-catching colours, tables and 
graphics but when not utilised 
correctly this can take away from 
what is important, i.e. your work 
experience. When applying to 
creative roles, you should have a 
thought-out portfolio to accompany 
your CV. 

Using an easy-to-read font (a plain 
sans-serif like Calibri or Arial is a 
good choice) and visual aids such as 
bullet points, subheadings and line 
breaks will make your CV easy to 
follow.
Your name and contact details (and 
professional title, should you have 
one) need to be at the top as these 
are what any employer is going to 
read first. 

Templates are often a great 
way to lay out the foundations 
of your CV but it is important 
to not rely on them too heavily. 
However, there is nothing wrong 
with getting that little bit of extra 
inspiration and guidance!

PERSONAL STATEMENT
You don’t need to include your 
entire life story in your CV - a 
personal statement should be a few 
lines that state a brief overview of 
your work experience, your career 
plans and why you are the perfect 
employee. 

Aim to give them a sense of who 
you are as a person. Avoid stating 
your hobbies unless they are 
relevant to your desired career 
or provide information that 
is necessary to know, such as 
speaking a second language or 
volunteering.
 
Steer clear of overused buzzwords. 
For example, phrases like ‘I am 
a hardworking and passionate 
individual’ may seem like they say a 
lot about you, but they actually say 
very little. 

Being a hard worker should come 
across in your experience and 
shouldn’t be something you have 
to state. Letting future employers 
know what you can offer in three 
to four lines is much more effective 
and will ensure your CV doesn’t 
end up buried beneath a stack of 
other passionate, hardworking 
individuals.
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JOB MARKE T TIPS

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

While there are no set rules 
regarding the length of your CV, 
it’s advisable you don’t exceed 
two pages. This can be tricky 
when you’ve got a lot of work 
experience under your belt, but 
this is where cherry-picking your 
most impressive and relevant 
achievements becomes necessary. 
Your employer doesn’t need to 
know about the two weeks you 
did a paper round when you have 
relevant experience for the roles 
you are applying to.

On the flip side, you may have left 
out important information. For 
example, if you are struggling to 
think of job titles that are relevant 
to your desired career, list your 
academic accomplishments and 
general skills under a separate 
heading. You may not have had a 
professional role but if you have 
built related skills through your 
hobbies, make sure the employer 
knows about them.

Adapting your CV to suit specific 
job roles and employers is the 
best way of helping you land 
the job. Often you stand a much 
better chance when you take 
the time to tailor your CV to fit 
a handful of jobs you would like 
instead of using one CV to apply 
to hundreds. Even having one CV 
for roles in one industry and one 
for another is an improvement on 
a single jack-of-all-trades CV, for 
example, you could have one CV 
for customer-oriented roles like 
retail and another for office-based 
admin roles.

When listing your experience, you 
must to be honest. Many people 
are guilty of extending that C to a 
B in their Maths A-levels, but it’s 
not unheard of for employers to 
ask for proof.  Don’t invent work 

experience or exaggerate your 
qualifications as you may be in for a 
shock when the time comes for you 
to use the skills you claimed you 
had. 

It’s also incredibly important to 
explain any gaps in employment or 
education as it can be seen as a red 
flag. Simply mentioning whatever it 
was that caused that gap (whether 
you were traveling, studying or 
out of work with an injury or 
illness) is enough. If you’re worried 
about revealing a health problem, 
remember that you are protected 
under the Equal Opportunities Act, 
and that an employer that does 
discriminate isn’t a good employer 
to work for anyway.

SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS AND 
REFEREES  

Any missed opportunity to sell 
yourself in your CV can be done 
in a cover letter. Here, you can go 
into specific detail regarding your 
experience, personal qualities and 
interest in the company you are 
applying to. A cover letter is not 
usually required these days, but it 
is always advisable that you include 
one as it can supplement your CV 
and shows you care about the role 
you’re applying for. 
Be sure to provide relevant links 
in your CV should your profession 
require it. Links to your portfolio, 
showreels, websites or professional 
social media pages may increase 
your chance of landing the job 
you want.  These give your future 
employer a better insight to what 
you are capable of even before the 
interview, and is especially useful 
for freelancers.

Often jobs will require three 
references. It is entirely up to you 
whether you include these in your 
CV but stating that ‘references are 

available upon request’ lets your 
employers know that you have 
them, especially if you can mark the 
specific jobs from which references 
are available.

KEEP IT CURRENT

Now that you have completed your 
CV and landed a job, don’t think this 
will be the last time you will ever 
see it. You never know when you 
are going to need it again, so you 
should be regularly adding to your 
CV. Ensuring you have a current 
CV means that you are always 
ready to go should an even better 
opportunity come along or you 
suddenly find yourself looking for 
more work. 

A useful trick is to save each 
CV as a separate version with a 
date in the file name so that you 
can quickly cross-reference and 
improvise when tailoring your 
CV for different applications.

More and more places now require 
you to fill out an online application 
form but having an up-to-date and 
organised CV will also save you time 
on these as you can often copy and 
paste directly from your CV with 
only minor edits.
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PREPARING FOR THE DREADED 
INTERVIEW

The thought of an interview strikes fear into the hearts of many experienced 
professionals at the peak of their careers, but it doesn’t have to be this way! 
Interviews are the first step to positive life changes, and with the right preparation 
you can one day be that smug colleague without a tragic interview tale.

BEFORE THE 
INTERVIEW

RESEARCH THE ORGANISATION 
OR COURSE

Conducting thorough research is a 
good way of showing your passion 
for the position you applied for. 

Knowing your stuff will show you’re 
committed and will also drive off 
any nerves – it’s a huge confidence 
booster. Use the internet to research 
as extensively as you can; from the 
official website, affiliated sites, what 
the media say, and review sites like 
Glassdoor.com.

If it’s a job interview, make sure 
you understand their products 
and services, target market, values 
and plans and their history and 
accomplishments.

STUDY THE JOB DESCRIPTION
Make sure you know the job 
description and person specification 
inside and out. Fully understand the 
duties and responsibilities of the role 
you are applying for.

If it’s a university or further education 
interview, make sure you understand 
the academic requirements of the  
course, its core goals, the level of 
commitment required (such as the 
length or difficulty of the course) and 

the history and reputation of the 
course provider.

DO A SELF EVALUATION
Make sure you understand your 
strengths and weaknesses, how 
your past academic and/or work 
experience is relevant to the role, 
and what skills you’ve learnt from 
your hobbies and extracurriculars. 

Do you spend half your life on the 
football pitch? Make sure they know 
about your teamwork skills. 
Do you watch an embarrassing 
number of documentaries for fun? 
Tell them about your curious mind 
and love of learning. 
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OTHER THINGS TO 
REMEMBER
Google is a great way to find common 
interview questions so you have an 
idea of what to expect and how to 
respond. 
You should definitely know your CV 
inside out, it should be true to you 
after all!

Make sure you prepare everything 
you need the night before the 
interview. 

This includes a good quality folder, a 
pen and two copies of your CV (just 
in case you need to give the extra 
copy for the interviewer).

NOTEBOOK
It is perfectly acceptable to take 
a notebook with your research 
and prepared questions into the 
interview with you, and generally 
respected if you want to jot things 
down as you go. Just make sure that 
you’re only using this as a prompt 
and a memory aid - you still need 
to engage with your interviewer and 
show you can think on the spot.

LOCATION
Write down the address/location 
and work out how to get there.

OUTFIT
Choose and iron your outfit. We 
generally recommend you look as 
smart and professional as possible 
and dress conservatively. 
How appropriately you dress for an 
interview tells the interviewer how 
seriously you take the opportunity 
and what to expect from you in future. 
Make sure you are presentable and 
well-groomed. 

CONFIDENCE
It’s also worth considering what 
makes you feel confident and 
comfortable - if you’re 100% a 
trousers person, you’re not going to 
feel yourself in a pencil skirt when 
you could be wearing smart black 
slacks instead.

RELAX
Have a quiet evening and a good 
sleep the night before, to calm your 
nerves and boost your confidence. 
Psychologists recommend avoiding 
distractions too, including heavy 
meals, intense exercise, excessive 
caffeine or a late night.

PUNCTUALITY
In interviews, punctuality is critical 
– not arriving on time can reflect 
badly on you and should be avoided 
at all costs. Your arrival time at the 
interview tells your interviewer 
what to expect from you in future, 
so try to make it a good impression! 
Aim to arrive at least fifteen minutes 
prior to the interview and ensure 
the receptionist or somebody 
within the business knows that you 
have arrived. 

PHONES OFF
It might also be a good idea to 
switch off your mobile now!

JOB MARKE T TIPS

DURING THE 
INTERVIEW

Some of the key things to do 
during the interview

GREETINGS
Greet the interviewer 
courteously, with a warm, 
friendly smile and a relatively 
firm handshake to show 
confidence and assertiveness. 
(But not too firm!)

EYE CONTACT
Consistently maintain a 
reasonable level of eye contact 
throughout, spreading it evenly 
if being interviewed by a panel of 
interviewers.
Good eye contact demonstrates 
focus, interest and confidence.

LISTEN
Be a good listener – showing 
alertness and attention to detail 
reflects your enthusiasm and 
positive attitude and is likely to 
guarantee you higher scores. 
If there is any lack of clarity, 
politely ask the interviewer to 
repeat or clarify.

DON’T RUSH
Avoid giving rushed and 
disorganised answers, and take 
a moment to compose yourself 
when necessary. 

GIVE EVIDENCE
Use examples whenever 
possible to illustrate how 
your experience would fit the 
role. This is where your self 
evaluation and research will 
really show!
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THINGS TO AVOID

Criticising your previous employer 
or educators.

Negative examples of your past 
behaviour.

Expressing biases, prejudices or 
intolerance of any form.

Too much focus on career 
progression.

Asking about salary, holiday or 
sickness policies.

Arrogance of any kind.

SHOW ENTHUSIASM

Demonstrate passion and 
enthusiasm in the way you express 
yourself. Show your eagerness and 
interest in the role, the company, 
its values and its products and 
services. 
It is often said in business that 
interviewers judge by attitude and 
personality first, because skills can 
be taught. Show them that you will 
be a good colleague to work with or 
a great candidate for the course.

ASK QUESTIONS

Plan two or three questions to ask 
the interviewer at the end. Not 
having any shows a clear lack of 
interest. They must be simple and 
relevant. Good open-ended ‘what/
where/will/who?’ questions allow 
the interviewer to elaborate. 

It is ideal to ask questions relevant 
to the company/education provider 
you are interviewing for, but here 
are a few ideas:

Where can this opportunity take me in 
the future? 

What do you personally like about 
working here?

What are the organisation’s plans for 
the future?

What qualities would your ideal 
candidate possess?

YOU HAVE BEEN INVITED BECAUSE YOU ARE CAPABLE.

REMEMBER:

REMEMBER
You have been invited for an interview because they think you’re a 
capable candidate. 
This is also a chance for you to get to know the employer and work out 
whether you want the job. 
There will be other opportunities out there, so this isn’t a ride or die 
situation! 
Remember to show them the best version of yourself.
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JOB MARKE T TIPS

THE ELEVATOR PITCH
A succinct and persuasive sales pitch.

SELL AN IDEA

An elevator pitch is a concise 
answer to these intimidating 
small-talk questions and is 
designed to be delivered in the 30-
60 seconds spent in your average 
elevator journey. 

It’s useful any time you need to 
sell yourself or an idea quickly 
to grab someone’s attention, like 
when meeting new people, starting 
presentations or sharing an elevator 
with a  business acquaintance.

There are many benefits to being 
able to pull off a pitch that is both 
interesting and to-the-point when 
put on the spot.  You can share 

your goals and skills, concepts and 
ideas, and visions for the future. 
This is great for networking and  
can potentially lead to working with 
someone in the future. 

The best way to start off an elevator 
pitch is to make a list. Include qualities 
or achievements that you think are 
impressive and narrow them down 
to your top three. This way it’s easier 
to remember and choosing to limit 
yourself when it comes to explaining 
your skills allows you to have more 
time to talk about your goals. 

Most people love hearing people’s 
dreams for the future, and ambition 
is an attractive trait in the business 
world. Make sure you don’t get 

bogged down in jargon either - it just 
needs to be a couple of sentences 
that will pique a person’s interest. 
Being able to give a good summary 
in a short time shows that you care 
about whatever you’re pitching and 
really know it inside-out.               

TOP TIP

Your elevator pitch needs 
to communicate your 
unique selling proposition 
(USP). 
Identify what makes you,  
or your idea stand out.
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Six Small Ways 
to Thrive in 
Your New Job

Ambitious people are 
always looking for chances to 
make an impact, especially on 
day one in a new workplace. This 
could be a part-time job to earn 
some extra cash or a summer 
holiday work placement. Read on 
for some seemingly small things 
that will increase your chances of 
flourishing in your new role.
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JOB MARKE T TIPS

1. Be unique
It is crucial for you to 
distinguish yourself from the 
crowd by identifying your 
unique selling points and 
investing in them. Identify 
opportunities to gain new 
skills in those areas. This 
doesn’t have to mean taking 
on an extra A-Level in business 
studies! It could be as simple 
as deciding you want to be the 
person your customers ask for 
when they have a complicated 
problem then looking for 
tips on YouTube. Use your 
unique skills to create a great 
brand for yourself within the 
organisation. Keep working 
on those skills and you will 
find yourself an invaluable 
asset to your team, or even 
indispensable.

2. Be known for achieving 
goals 
Be known for your keenness 
and ability to achieve your 
targets. When talking to 
your superiors, don’t be shy 
– own your achievements 
and highlight how these 
have contributed to the 
organisation’s success. Make 
sure to express yourself clearly 
without being arrogant. 

3. Be known for hitting 
targets
People with outstanding 
time management skills are 
organised and reliable. Aim 
to arrive punctually and take 
time to plan your day and 
prioritise your workload. If 
you end up behind schedule, 
keep your team informed 
and aim to make up for lost 
time if possible. Keep track 
of any upcoming targets and 
put time aside to prepare for 
them. Consistently achieving 
your targets will give you a 
reputation as someone who 
delivers, and getting things 
done early will leave your less-
organised colleagues in awe.

4. Be willing to learn
Always show a willingness to 
learn. Identify individuals or 
teams from whom you can 
learn.  Ask for opportunities 
to support, shadow or get 
involved. In addition to 
your core tasks, identify any 
opportunities for improvement 
within the organisation and 
volunteer to lead those 
projects. This could be as 
simple as re-organising a messy 
filing cabinet or as big as taking 
on the merchandising of a new 
product line. Document your 
progress and the difference 
it made, and make sure your 
boss and your boss’s boss 
know about it!

5. Make your customers feel 
valued
Treat your customers like 
royalty. Everyone you meet 
should be treated with diligence 
and courtesy, but it is especially 
important when you are acting 
as the face of your company. 
You should aim for quality in 
everything you do and put 
your customers first wherever 
possible. Honesty and a friendly 
smile will go a lot further than 
you might think, and it never 
hurts to go the extra mile for 
a customer to give them a 
great experience. You may be 
surprised by how often positive 
feedback from customers gets 
back to your boss.

6. Show loyalty to your 
employer
It is easy sometimes to get 
caught up in daydreaming 
about the perfect job and find 
yourself dwelling on every 
negative about your current 
position. There is no perfect 
employer out there, but 
there are positives in almost 
every role. Try to focus on 
these, and work on finding 
solutions for the negatives 
that you can change. If you 
find the negatives constantly 
outweighing the perks of your 
job, it may be time to consider 
looking elsewhere. You spend 
an important part of your week 
in work – do everything you can 
to make it awesome.
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Having a degree 
proves you can 
commit. Achieving a 
high standard shows 
you hit goals.
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Are you currently wondering 
whether or not to go to 
university? Well, you’re not 
alone. Many before you have 
asked themselves the very same 
question. To give you some 
inspiration, here is an overview 
of reasons to go to university. 
Check back in our next two 
issues for the rest of this series 
– we’re planning to give you 
some information on the career 
prospects of popular courses and 
wider points to consider when 
choosing a university.

Universities are an advanced 
educational institution in which 
students study for degrees and 
academic research is done. They 
offer a number of specialised 
courses that are taught by experts 
and have various research facilities 
that help students learn, such as 
libraries, laboratories and computer 
rooms. The courses and facilities 
available at universities enable 
students to pursue their academic 
goals in the field of their choice. 
The major benefit of university is 
improving your career prospects 
and earning potential in the long 
term and the major drawback is 
the cost of going to university – it’s 
important to weigh these carefully.

By going to university, you improve 
your career prospects in the long 
term. You develop specialist skills 

in a field, and some job roles (such 
as doctor or architect) require a 
university qualification for you 
to be able to apply. You also 
develop transferable skills such 
as communication, presentation 
and problem-solving skills, while 
enhancing the ability to work 
as part of a team.  Finishing a 
qualification that takes several 
years to a high standard also 
shows employers your ability to 
commit and persevere. 

Employers tend to look for 
university graduates to fill positions 
that have great responsibility and 
high pay.

University is a great opportunity 
for you to develop your social 
life and have new experiences as 
you have the chance to meet new 
people who come from different 
places and diverse backgrounds. 
Universities help you to build your 
self-confidence and independence, 
and the supported living in student 
accommodation is a great stepping 
stone for learning those vaguely 
frightening adult skills like managing 
your bills and cooking for yourself.

The major downside of university is 
the cost. Universities charge tuition 
fees, up to £9,250 per year – this 
means that the average student 
loan balance for a bachelor’s degree 
on graduation is over £50,0008 and 

is paid back over time depending 
on what you earn. It’s quite normal 
to take out student loans to finance 
university. 

Student Loans are split into 
two parts: tuition fee loans and 
maintenance loans. The tuition fee 
component is paid directly to the 
university to cover your course fees, 
and the rate differs depending on 
whether you are studying full-time 
or part-time. The maintenance 
loan is for funding your day to day 
expenses (like rent and food) and is 
paid directly into your bank account. 
To be eligible for a student loan 
you must be studying a recognised, 
qualifying course in the UK, and 
there are also some exceptions 
for non-EU citizens or people who 
haven’t lived in the UK for the past 
three years.

When making the decision to go 
to university, it is important to 
research how many graduates of 
your course and the universities you 
are considering find employment 
in their field. We also recommend 
you look into what percentage of 
students graduate from the courses 
you are considering and what 
support is available in case you find 
yourself struggling, which we will 
be covering in part 3 of our “Why 
Choose Uni?” series.

Why Choose Uni?

UNIVERSIT Y
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HOW THEY MADE IT
OUR TOP 15 ENTREPRENEURS OF ALL TIME
Stories of starting tiny businesses in basements before 
making it big is an endless inspiration. From railroads to 
chocolate and computers to hair care, here are our top 15 
entrepreneurs of all time.

WALT DISNEY
“It’s kind of fun to do the impossible.”
Disney was an American 
entrepreneur, animator, voice actor 
and film producer. He was born 
the fourth son of impoverished 
immigrants and still holds the record 
for most academy awards held by an 
individual.

MADAME CJ WALKER
“There is no royal flower-strewn path to success. I 
got my start by giving myself a start.”
CJ Walker, was a businesswoman and social 
activist. She started life as the child of two freed 
slaves and died the richest self-made woman 
in the U.S.A. after creating one of the world’s 
first hair care and cosmetic lines, prioritising job 
creation for disadvantaged black women.

THOMAS EDISON
“I have not failed. I’ve just found 
10,000 ways that won’t work.”
Widely believed to be America’s 
greatest inventor, Edison is 
credited with the invention of the 
first commercially-viable light bulb 
and specialised in making others’ 
ideas saleable on the mass market. 

ANDREW CARNEGIE
“The man who dies rich thus dies disgraced.”
Carnegie was a Scottish-American 
industrialist, business magnate, and 
philanthropist. He grew up in a working-class 
cottage and ended up a billionaire after his 
investments led the railroad expansion in 
America. In the last years of his life he gave 
away 90% of his fortune.

SERGEY BRIN & LARRY PAGE 
“Have a healthy disregard for the impossible.”
These are the computer engineers who 
created Google. They became “intellectual 
soul mates” at Stanford University and 
created a new algorithm for search engines 
that grew into the Google we know today.

BEYONCE 
“If everything was perfect, you would 
never learn and you would never grow.”
Beyonce Knowles-Carter is an American 
singer and a global brand. In the 1990s, 
Beyonce’s girl-group Destiny’s Child 
became one of the world’s top-selling 
girl groups. Beyonce’s net worth is now 
estimated at £355 million.
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SUCCESS STORIES

HENRY FORD
“Don’t find fault, find a remedy.”

An American captain of industry and 
a business magnate, Ford is most 
famous for founding the Ford Motor 
Company and revolutionising mass 
production with the assembly line. 

ELON MUSK
“I think it is possible for ordinary people to 
choose to be extraordinary.”
Elon Musk is an investor, engineer and 
lead designer of Space X. He started a web 
software company with his brother in 1995 
and is now worth £16.3 billion. He is aiming 
to privatise space exploration and create 
the first mass market electric car.

COLONEL HARLAND SANDERS
”Do all you can and do it the best you can.”
Colonel Sanders was best known for founding 
fast food chicken restaurant chain KFC. He was 
born the son of a farmer and worked a variety of 
jobs, from a steam engine stoker to an insurance 
salesman. He began selling fried chicken from a 
roadside restaurant during the Great Depression.

OPRAH WINFREY
“Think like a queen. A queen is not afraid 
to fail. Failure is another stepping stone to 
greatness.”
Oprah Winfrey is an American talk show 
host, producer and philanthropist. She spent 
her first 6 years living in poverty with her 
grandmother. She is credited as a pionier 
of modern television and is now worth £2 
billion. 

MARK ZUCKERBERG
“By giving people the power to share, we’re 
making the world more transparent.”
Mark Zuckerberg was the founder of 
Facebook. Isolated at Harvard, he aimed to 
bring the entire college social experience 
onto the internet, starting on select college 
campuses. Now, he is worth £47.6 billion.

JK ROWLING
”It does not do to dwell on dreams and 
forget to live.”
Rowling is a British novelist, producer and 
screenwriter. Her original manuscript of 
Harry Potter was repeatedly rejected by 
publishers and is now the best selling 
novel of all time.

JACK MA
“If you don’t give up, you still have a 
chance.”
Jack Ma is a Chinese business magnate 
and investor, who co-founded the Alibaba 
Group. He was once the only person of 24 
applicants to be rejected for jobs at KFC 
and is now one of the wealthiest people 
in the world with a networth of £30 billion.

BILL GATES
“In the next century, leaders will be those who 
empower others.”
Bill Gates is a businessman, investor, author, 
and humanitarian. He is most famous for 
founding Microsoft, but he also co-created the 
richest charitable organisation in the world and 
even survived a tornado!

RICHARD BRANSON
“Business opportunities are like 
buses, there’s always another one 
coming.”
At age 16 Branson started a 
magazine, and at age 22 he founded 
Virgin Records, which now controls 
more than 400 companies.
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PROFESSIONAL INSIGHTS

WHAT RECRUITERS WANT
Ready to enter the world of employment? 
Recruiters and bosses look for many qualities in candidates, as specific skills are needed to do 
particular jobs.  Recruiters and bosses search for candidates that are able to work in harmony with 
their colleagues and have an impressive set of abilities. 
Here are some of the assets recruiters look for...

INNER STRENGTH
Having inner strength means you have the quality 
of persistence when the going gets tough. One 
way you can demonstrate your inner strength 
is during an interview: just remain cool, calm 
and relaxed. This will give the recruiter a good 
indication of how you would appear if under 
pressure in the day to day responsibilities.

AMBITION
Employers look for candidates who are interested 

in the position and prepared. Being ambitious 
means you are determined to succeed.

RELIABILITY
This is an important asset to have as it shows 
recruiters and bosses what they can expect of you 
going forward.

INTEGRITY
Recruiters and bosses prefer candidates who are 

honest and true to themselves. You should be 
willing to admit your strengths and weaknesses. 

Candidates should demonstrate loyalty: never say 
anything negative about a previous employer or a 
colleague. Even if you were fired from a previous 

job, don’t say anything critical or negative.

COURAGE
Recruiters and bosses need candidates who have 
the courage to accept challenges and take risks. 
Having courage also means willing to speak up 
and say exactly what you think.

LEADERSHIP
Even if you’re not applying for a management 

position, you’ll still need to demonstrate to 
employers that you have the potential to motivate 

and lead others in order to achieve common 
objectives.

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
This is about how clearly you put across your 
ideas and your ability to listen to others. 
Employers will be keen to see how you build 
rapport, persuade and negotiate with people.



Professional insights help 
shape each and every type of 

profession by answering todays 
questions and preparing for 
tomorrow. 

It is all about seeking answers to 
questions around different types 
of professions and understanding 
the aims and achievements. 
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USING YOUR KNOWLEDGE 
AND THINKING AHEAD 

HELPS STRENGTHEN 
PROFESSIONS TO FORM 
THE FOUNDATION FOR 

TOMORROW.



Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
CIPS|IoSCM|CILT

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|
Apprenticeship|AAT|FIA

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 
|Foundation Degrees 

Working in purchasing and supply 
chain involves transportation, 

customer service, data analysis, 
manufacturing, and is a great way for 
you to build up new skills and learn 
from other people. It often allows 
you to travel to different countries 
when investigate new products to 
meet market demands.This means 
you’ll be able to develop skills such 
as negotiating, working with external 
and internal contacts, and clear 
communication as this job requires you 
to be able to make a deal and come 
to a solid agreement with different 
parties. If you are competitive and love 
having big-picture responsibilities you 
will experience high job satisfaction as 
supply chains are vital for businesses’ 
revenue and growth. 

Potential Job Roles
Purchasing Officer|Purchasing
 Manager|Supply Chain Officer|Supply Chain 
Manager|Transport and Logistics 
Specialist|Buyer|Procurement Specialist
|Contract Manager|Inventory Specialist|
Planner
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:

CIPD|CIPP|CMI

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|

Apprenticeship

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 

Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

As long as companies have staff, 
they will need human resources 

professionals - and even the robot 
revolution will need company policies! HR 
deals with recruitment, training,  company 
policies, management, supporting staff 
members and much more. They also 
help different departments liaise with 
each other, such as helping marketing 
follow the accountants’ budget. Most 
HR roles also offer stable working hours 
in an office environment, and a lot of 
variety in your day-to-day tasks. If you 
love working with people and helping 
them fit into the big picture, this could 
be the industry for you.Potential Job Roles

HR Manager|HR Advisor|HR 
Administrator|

HR Analyst|HR Business Partner|Payroll 
Officer|Payroll Administrator|Reward 

Manager
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|
Apprenticeship

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional 
Qualifications|BSc|Btng 

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
ICE|City of Guilds|RICS|RIBA|IChemE|IET|
IFST|IMechE

Potential Job Roles
Engineering Technician|Aerospace 
Engineer|Chemical Engineer|Civil 
Engineer|Electrical Engineer|Industrial 
Engineer|Mechanical Engineer|R&D 
Engineer|Telecoms Engineer|Software 
Engineer|Materials Engineer|Design Engineer

Engineering is the ultimate problem 
solving - you use science, maths and 

technology to design anything from 
tweaking the next iPhone to designing 
the world’s highest viaduct. You’ll gain 
transferable skills in teamwork and 
creative thinking that will stand you 
in good stead wherever you end up. 
It’s also a global industry with a direct 
impact on the world around us - how 
great would it be to travel to the other 
side of the world and walk across a 
bridge that you designed? Engineering’s 
unique skills also promise you a 
competitive salary, and the sector is 
constantly expanding, giving you even 
more options as technology develops.
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Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:

AAH|SSAH|ASA|BSA|CLFA|HEA|PSA|
SRA|BACP

Potential Job Roles
Architect|Graphic Designer|Set 

Designer|Artist|Fashion Designer|Museum 
Curator|Teacher|Art Therapist|Broadcast 

Presenter|Dancer| Actor|Exhibition 
Designer|Illustrator|Interior and Spatial Designer| 

Photographer|Theatre Director|Product 
Designer|Archaeologist|Heritage 

Manager|Archivist|Urban 
Planner|Editor|Librarian|Director 

Interpreter|Speech Therapist|Public Affairs

Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|

Apprenticeship

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 

Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

There are many jobs you can get in 
the humanities and arts as there are 

a large selection to choose from. These 
include languages, literature, philosophy, 
history, creative arts and design, along 
with many others. Working in these 
fields can teach you soft skills such as 
critical thinking, creative problem solving 
and analysis as humanities focuses on 
different cultural and artistic themes. It 
requires you to think outside the box 
and understand different viewpoints. 
Jobs you can get with a humanities 
qualification include teacher, set 
designer and more. Jobs accessed with 
a creative arts qualification include artist, 
graphic designer and many more. If you 
enjoy learning about different cultures 
and expanding your mind to find 
creative and compassionate solutions to 
problems, a role in humanities and arts 
would be a fantastic opportunity for you.
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
HCPC | BACP |EHP | BASRaT | AHP |GMC | 
HBF | GDC | SST | BSCAH

Potential Job Roles
Junior Doctor | Therapist | Dietian | 
Optician | Paramedic | Physiotherapist | 
Radiographer | Podiatrists | Dentist | Nurse 
| Midwife | Healthcare Scientist 

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|
Apprenticeship

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional 
Qualifications 

Contrary to popular belief, there 
are far more roles in healthcare 

than being a world class surgeon - 
in fact, some don’t even require any 
qualifications or previous experience. 
It’s a rapidly growing industry with a 
variety of roles available, and you’ll 
have the chance to make a positive 
impact every single day. It’s a great 
way to combine your desire to help 
others with earning a living. Both the 
public and private sector also offer 
great benefits in the form of pension 
schemes, health screenings and 
generous holiday. It’s also a fast-paced 
environment with flexible hours where 
compassionate problem solving is key.
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Potential Job Roles
Software Developer|Systems Analyst|Network 

Engineer|Security Analyst|IT Manager|Business 
Analyst|Solution Architect|Programmer

Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|

Apprenticeship

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 

Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

AAT Level 3 

IT is currently the most important 
industry for creating the 

technologies that will shape humanity’s 
future. Because of this, there are a 
plethora of opportunities available 
across many roles, from being the 
person who fixes the photocopier to 
coding the computers for NASA’s Mars 
colony project. The sector will also 
continue to grow for many years to come, 
which means good salary prospects, 
fresh challenges and knowing that you’ll 
never struggle to find work. The creative 
problem solving and innovation are also 
likely to provide great job satisfaction, 
and there are lots of opportunities to up-
skill and move around the career lattice 
as you progress in your career.
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Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:

BCS|IMIS|Institute of Analysts and Programmers|
Microsoft Certificate



Potential Job Roles
Property Solicitor|Conveyancer|
Company Secretary|Legal Council|
Corporate Lawyer|Legal Advisor|
Immigration Solicitor|Personal Injury
 Solicitor|Family Lawyer|Barrister|
Claims Advisor|Employment Lawyer|
Magistrate

Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional 
Qualifications 

The complexities of the world’s legal 
systems have made law an incredibly 

diverse field with varying levels of 
responsibility, from secretary to a judge 
in the Supreme Court. It’s also a very 
prestigious field to work in, and has 
historically weathered fluctuations in 
the economy with little compromise to 
its financial rewards. Law also provides 
stimulating intellectual challenges 
long beyond your classroom learning, 
and this dynamic, problem-solving 
environment can give you a global 
perspective unlike any other.
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Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
LLM|LPC|Bar Standards Board
Advanced Qualifications:
CITMA|CILEX|Law Society|SRA|



Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree: MBA|MBL|MSc|MA

Institute Membership:
CMI|APM|PMI|IODE|ILM|IAM|IPMA

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|

AAT|FIA

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 

Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

|AAT Level 3 

Management is a great career for 
those who are great at dealing 

with others and enjoy building strong 
interpersonal relationships. It gives you 
opportunities to execute the goals of a 
business at a day-to-day level and build 
up others’ strengths and talents. You 
will also have good career progression 
opportunities, from supervisor in a 
small shop to CEO of an international 
conglomerate, with salaries that reflect 
your level of responsibility. It’s a great 
career to foster independent thinking 
and will suit those who can balance 
caring for others with a competitive 
spirit.

Potential Job Roles
General Manager|Operations 

Manager||Director|Company Executive|
Managing Director|Chief Executive

 Officer
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|
Foundation Degrees

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
CIM|IDM|IPA|MAAG|CIPR|IPM|PRCA

Potential Job Roles
Marketing Coordinator|Marketing Manager|
Social Media Marketing Specialist|
Digital Marketing Specialist|Marketing Research 
Analyst|Brand Marketing Specialist|Marketing 
Communications Specialist

Marketing is an opportunity with no 
limits as there are so many paths 

to choose from. The field includes 
management, analytics, product 
design, social media management, 
advertising and many more. You’ll 
also gain soft skills that can be used 
in any job, wherever  your career 
takes you, such as communication 
skills, teamwork and decision making.  
Marketing jobs allow you to be creative 
and engage with people around you to 
learn new things, so is great for people 
who love generating ideas and trying 
new things.
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:

ACA|ACCA|AAT|ATT|CIOT|CIMA|CGMA|
CIPFA|CA(ICAS)|ICB|HFMA|AFA(IFA)|

CIIA|ICSA

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|
Apprenticeship|AAT|FIA

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 

Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

|AAT Level 3 

If you’re looking for a stable career 
with great earning potential, 

accounting delivers. While it’s not the 
most glamorous career to boast about 
at dinner parties, you’ll gain a broad 
commercial understanding. If you’re 
a numbers person who loves a good 
spreadsheet, organising the nitty gritty 
elements of a business is likely to provide 
you with great job satisfaction, and 
you’re likely to get plenty of networking 
opportunities within this huge sector.

Potential Job Roles
Financial Accountant|Management 

Accountant|Auditor|Tax Accountant|
Commercial Finance Manager|

Commercial Finance Analyst|Finance 
Business Partner|Financial Controller|

Finance Manager|Financial Director|
Financial Analyst
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma|
Apprenticeship

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
CII|CFA|CBI|ACT|CISI|IFA|IRM|HBF|CAI|
CILA|CICM

Potential Job Roles
Investment Analyst|Insurance Broker|Stock 
Market Broker|Quantitative 
Analyst|Banking Professional|Private 
Banker|Corporate Finance Specialist|
Actuary|Finance Manager|Financial 
Advisor|Risk Manager

You’ll always have a job if you 
get into the finance 

sector. No matter what state the 
economy is in, companies will always 
need someone plotting their big 
picture financial goals and this will also 
open the door to a huge number of 
banking roles. There are a broad range 
of specialisations available and many 
companies support their employees 
in gaining qualifications while working. 
You can also expect a respectable 
salary and high job satisfaction.
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree: MSc|MEng|MChem

|Institute Membership:
IoAM|IAgSA|ABET|IET|ICE|IEEE|CABE

|IMechE|HCPC

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma

|Access Course

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 

Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

Finding a job in science is a great 
career path as there are endless 

roles to choose, from environmental 
scientist to astrophysicist, and from 
forensic scientist to pharmacist. 
Working in this industry, you will 
develop many skills, such as team 
work, patience, time management 
and communication. There is also 
the potential for you to make a huge 
difference in the world by solving 
the problems of today, developing 
the technology of tomorrow and 
expanding all of humanity’s collective 
knowledge. While this field can be 
demanding, working in science means 
you will be surrounded by people who 
are open-minded and want to make 
a change in the world no matter how 
big or small it is. 
So if this is something that interests 
you, science could be the perfect 
opportunity.

Potential Job Roles
Chemist|Animal Technician

|Biomedical Scientist|Clinical Psychologist|
Crime Scene Investigator|

Food Technologist|Forensic Scientist
|Healthcare Scientist| 

Pharmacist|Meteorologist
|Microbiologist|Nanotechnologist|Metallurgist

| Oceanographer|Research Scientist
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Level 2 Qualification
GCSE (5 C-A*)

Level 3-4 Qualification
A-Level|BTEC|Diploma

Level 5-6 Qualification
University Degree|High Level 
Apprenticeships|HND|
Intermediate Professional Qualifications 

Level 7 Qualification
Masters Degree|Institute Membership:
British Psychological Society|Royal Economic Socie-
ty|Institute of Economic Development|ERC|British 
Association of Social Workers|
Political Studies  Association

Potential Job Roles
Psychologist|Social Worker|Economist|Social 
Science Research|
Anthropologist|Political 
Analyst|Teacher|Lecturer|Parole Officer, Police 
Officer| Caseworker|Surveyor

Choosing a job in social sciences 
gives you endless options to 

pick from, as this sector covers a lot 
of ground. The fields included are 
social work, politics, criminology, 
sociology, anthropology and a 
whole lot more. As well as the 
technical skills you’ll acquire in 
each role, you can also gain many 
soft skills such as communication, 
organisation, networking and team 
building. Working in social sciences 
will ensure that you have plenty 
of learning opportunities, and is a 
good choice for people who enjoy 
tasks that require logical thinking, 
working with others and a curious 
and/or empathetic mind. 
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RIDDLES
I have cities, but no houses. I have mountains, 
but no trees. I have water, but no fish. What am 
I? 

This riddle aims to confuse you and get you to focus 
on the things that are missing: the houses, trees, and 
fish. You might guess you need to think about some-
thing inanimate.

What is seen in the middle of March and April 
that can’t be seen at the beginning or end of 
either month?

This riddle works by trying to get you to think about 
the weather or holidays or other events linked to a 
calendar. To get this one right you actually need to 
get super literal.

You see a boat filled with people. It has not 
sunk, but when you look again you don’t see a 
single person on the boat. Why?

Hard riddles like this brainteaser are tricky because 
they seem to invite straightforward, logical thinking. 
You may come up with answers like “they all went 
below deck” or “jumped overboard.” But you need to 
focus on the word “single” and think about its other 
connotations.

A woman shoots her husband, then holds him 
underwater for five minutes. Next, she hangs 
him. Right after, they enjoy a lovely dinner. 
Explain.

This puzzle aims to throw you off balance with shock. 
But pay attention to the first verb, “shoots.” What 
else can you shoot with besides a gun? There lies the 
key to the whole thing.

I come from a mine and get surrounded by 
wood always. Everyone uses me. What am I? 

The idea of a mine might lead you to coal or a dia-
mond. The wood detail is your best hint. This riddle is 
a toughie, but wood might lead you to figure it out.

A girl has as many brothers as sisters, but each 
brother has only half as many brothers as sis-
ters. How many brothers and sisters are there 
in the family? 

This trick question gives you a bunch of ways to get 
totally confused if you try to figure out the answer. 
The key is to keep it simple. Be sure to count the 

sisters and brothers in total and in terms of their 
own number of siblings. Then the answer gets a 
little easier.

What disappears as soon as you say its 
name? 

Hard riddles like this one require you to think 
logically or in a straightforward way. At the same 
time, it’s employing a conceptual metaphor 
with the notion of something disappearing. The 
answer seems so simple—but not until you’ve 
figured it out! Before that moment, it’s got your 
brain in a twist.

How can the number four be half of five?

You might start doing some elaborate fractions 
but hard riddles like this are sometimes much 
more about word play than crunching the num-
bers. Think literally and the answer may just 
appear right before your eyes.

I have keys, but no locks and space, and no 
rooms. You can enter, but you can’t go out-
side. What am I?

This one tricks you by having you think about 
space that can be entered. Then it gets you to 
merge that with a space without rooms where 
you can’t leave. You might even be hung up on 
those keys. That’s where you should linger. Think 
about that word. What are some other meanings 
of “keys”—especially that don’t require locks?

What gets wet while drying?

This one has a simple answer even though it 
stumps most people who try to figure it out. Wet 
and dry seem like they always have to be op-
posite, so you might get tripped up. Think of an 
object that can, ahem (hint!) absorb or be both.
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PUZZLES
1. A Map
2. The Letter ‘R’
3. All the people were married
4. She took a picture of him and developed it 

in her dark room
5. Pencil Lead
6. Four sisters and three brothers
7. Silence
8. IV, the Roman numeral for four, which is 

“half” (two letters) of the word five
9. A keyboard
10. A Towel

ANSWERS FOR RIDDLES ON FACING 
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